Varsity
Points

Varsity/JV
5

Ball moved to
position of attack/
shielded with 1
touch

JV
4

JV/Reserve
3

Reserve
2

1

Ball held at foot, 1-2
touches to control

Ball contained to within Ball contained to 1-3 step
2 ft 2 touches to control area, 2-3 touches to control

Ball not contained in 3+
step area, more than 3
touches to control

Passing

Ball is placed
accurately with
proper pace both
on the ground and
through the air
using multiple
surfaces of both
feet

Ball is accurately
played with correct
pace on the ground
with multiple surfaces
of both feet. Air balls
are accurate with one
foot.

*Accuracy is usually
within a step. *Balls
played on ground with
multiple surfaces of 1
foot and the instep of
the other.(1 foot
dominate) *Pace
becomes inconsistent
*Air balls are
consistantly within 3
steps.

Accuracy is typically within a
step for balls on the ground.
Balls are played with a
dominate foot and player
uses a dominate surface(I.e.
instep more than others).
Pace is inconsistent and may
be in appropriate. Air balls
may be inconsistent

Accuracy is inconsistent.
Pace is not appropriate.
Plays with only one foot
with little variety in surface
used. Air balls are
inconsistent.

Receiving
Surfaces
include: head,
chest, thigh,
foot.

Player can
eﬀectively use all 4
surfaces of body to
trap and/or deliver
a ball.

Player can eﬀectively
use all 4 surfaces but
has some
inconsistancies

Player has
inconsitancies in using
all 4 surfaces to trap/
deliver a ball.

Player demonstrates
Player eﬀectively uses 3
inconsistancy in trapping/
surfaces to trap/deliver a ball delivering in using 3
surfaces

Dribble

Player is confident
dribbling with both.
Can use the dribble
to escape/avoid
pressure

Player can dribble with
both feet. Can use
dribble to escape/
avoid pressure. Lacks
confidence

Player dribbles
confidently with one
foot. Can on occasion
use dribble to escape/
avoid pressure.

Player has diﬃculty
Player dribbles with one foot.
dribbling consistantly.
May demonstrate some
Typically has trouble using
trouble dribbling to escape/
dribble to escape/avoid
avoid pressure.
pressure.

Player can use proper
form and one foot to
place a powerful shot
in a specific place.
Consitanly makes PK.

Player may struggle
with proper form. Can
use one foot to place
shot in goal.

Player struggles with proper
form. Can use one foot to
place a powerful shot on
goal.

Player has major struggles
with proper form. Can use
one foot to make a weak
shot at goal.

Player makes quick
choices oﬀensively
and defensively
choices that may
result in break downs
for the opposition.

Player makes
moderately quick
oﬀensive and defensive
choices that typically
result in maintaining our
current situation(no
better no worse)

Player makes slow decisions.
Oﬀensive and defensive
choices may maintain our
position but may also result
in break down for our team.

Player does not make
choices in eﬀective time.
Oﬀensive and Deﬀensive
choices typically result in
break down for our team.

First Touch

Shooting

Tactics

Player can use
proper form and
both feet to place a
powerful shot in a
specific place.
Consistantly makes
PK.
Player makes split
second oﬀensive
and defensive
choices that
consistantly result
in a breakdown for
the opposition.
Directs others into
correct tactical
choices.

